Abstract: Marine creature is the most active subject in marine ecological system. The interactions among them are complex and important. Ontology as a sharing concept formal model can well express these relationships. In order to solve the role problem of marine organisms in these complex problems protean relationships, we introduced the role theory of Hoze and used it to describe the relationships. On this basis, we chose Text2Onto to realize the automatic acquisition of the ontology elements first, and then through the artificial confirmation and used Hozo to edit, thus completed the semi automation of marine organism ontology construction. Experimental results demonstrate this semi-automatic ontology building method can reach high accuracy and recall in marine organism field.
INTRODUCTION
The 21
st Century is the century of ocean. Marine ecosystem plays an important role in the global ecological system, and the marine biological activity and the interactions among marine organism have a crucial impact on the marine ecosystem. The marine ecosystem is a very complex system. There are inevitable inner links among all the ocean elements: the non biological factors and biological factors. Effect of marine ecosystem in global change is enormous. On the one hand, global change will be evident in the ocean; on the other hand, changing marine ecosystems will obviously cause or slow down the global change. In the marine ecosystem, marine organisms are the active agents, therefore study the motion law of marine organisms and the interaction is very necessary. Ontology as a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization captures the knowledge of related fields, and provides common understanding in the domain [1] . It is a proper way to represent the interaction and relationships among marine organisms.
However, marine organism interaction relationship is not immutable and steady, even the role of the two sides of interaction can change each other. For example, nitrogen, phosphorus and other marine nutrients have an important impact on the marine ecosystem. On the one hand, the rapid growth of phytoplankton can provide a large amount of oxygen in the growth process by the process of photosynthesis. Phytoplankton provides abundant food resources for the consumers in the ocean, so advanced biological can grow, providing abundant fishery resources for mankind; on the other hand, if the nutrient coast excessive inflows, the ocean will present the state of eutrophication, algae sudden massive proliferation, lead to the occurrence of red tide and algae bloom phenomenon. In addition, when a large number of red tide organisms died, it would consume a lot of dissolved oxygen in water during the process of body decomposition. This leads to the massive death of fish, shrimp and shellfish because of the anoxic water mass [2] .
Obviously, from different point of view, the definition of biological factor is different, and the current ontology building method can hardly describe the semantic relationships of various biological factors and non-biological factors and the interaction among them. So, to build a more comprising ontology with deep semantics, it is necessary to deal with roles. Role theory of Hozo [3] can exactly describe these complex relationships.
This paper presents a semi-automatic ontology building method to build marine organism ontology, and use role theory to describe the relations among marine organisms. After the realization of the ontology concept and relation extraction by using ontology learning technology, it needs for manual review, screening and proofing, then the ontology editor by using Hozo.
OVERVIEW OF ROLE THEORY AND HOZO
Role is an entity under a certain environment, which played by another entity. Research of the role theory has lasted for more than ten years, and made great achievements. Guarino [4] , Loebe [5] , Masolo [6] , Sowa [7] and Steimann [8] have made prominent contribution in this field. But these theories do not have all the characteristics of a mature theory or model can describe the role, they also unable to process some problems such as counting problems. The researchers not only need a comprehensive theory and model to describe the role on scientific research, but also should provide an available tool and language to develop and construct ontology [9] .
Mizoguchi et al. [10] proposed their own role theory system based on Guarino's [4] research foundation. They di-vided the definition of concept into three categories: roleconcept, basic-concept and role-holder. A role-concept represents a role which an object plays in a specific context and its definition depends on other concepts. A basic-concept does not need other concepts for being defined. Mizoguchi's role theory has been successfully used in medical ontology and the sustainable development of scientific knowledge system in Japan. In addition, by using this role theory, Lang et al. [11] imply unsupervised semantic role labeling by split the arguments into small clusters then merge them together to get final results. Wei et al. [12] represented ontologybased Home Service model to retrieve and invoke services according to user's needs automatically, and constructed two domain ontologies which are function concept ontology and context concept ontology to annotate the semantic of smart home service from different facets. In marine ecology field, Yun et al. [13] presented a domain upper ontology for marine ecosystem from a viewpoint of device-function, and then proposed marine ecological conceptual model and built a marine ecology OWL ontology. The ontology editor tool Hozo [3, 10] is also based on this role theory. In a word, in a context, if a potential player plays a role of role-concept, it will become a role-holder. Hozo concepts and relationships about predator role of marine animals in ocean food chain are shown in Fig. (1) [14] .
In Fig. (1) , the context is Predation. Context is defined as a concept which the role is recognized through a relation with. An animal can play an instance of a predator role. In particular, a hunting shark is actually playing the specific predator role named predator role-1. By doing so, it is associated with the instance predator-1, an individual predator role holder. The link from Predator-1 to Predator is a broken arrow rather than a solid one like instance-of link to show the relation is not completely same as instance-of relation in In Fig. (2) , the Predator and Prey are two part concepts of the whole concept Predation. The former is composed of Predator role, Predator and Animal. Predator is the roleholder of Predator role. Concept Animal is the class constraint of Predator role because one instance of Animal can play the Predator role; the latter is composed of Prey role, Prey and Creature just like Predator. The class constraint Creature means the instance playing the Prey role can be an animal, a plant or a microbe.
ONTOLOGY LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
Ontology construction is a very complex process that requires the participation of experts from various fields. Although the ontology editor tools become more and more mature, but the bulk of the building is still a very tedious manual process. Can ontology construction be achieved automatically or semi-automatically is the key to solve this prob- lem. The related research of this study is very active abroad, and the related technologies named ontology learning witch discussed in literature [16] . The goal of ontology learning is to use computer technologies such as machine learning and statistics, obtain the desired ontologies automatically or semi-automatically from existing data sources.
Ontology learning includes ontology generation, ontology enrichment, ontology mining and ontology extraction and so on, which based on natural language processing and machine learning. It has formed its system framework. For different types of data sources require different ontology learning techniques, it is generally structured according to the data source level. The ontology learning techniques can divide into three categories: based on text, based on structured data and based on unstructured data.
The main task of ontology learning is to extract concepts and relationships from the data source. At present, several ontology learning systems are developed, such as Text2Onto, OntoLearn, ASIUM, Mo'k Workbench, OntoLT, Adaptiva, SOAT and DOGMA etc [16] . These systems focus on solving the problem of semantic heterogeneity using ontology. Among these tools we choose Text2Onto [17] to realize the automatic extraction of ontology concept and the relation between concepts.
Text2Onto is developed by the Institute AIFB, Germany. It is one of the most influential open-source ontology learning tools. It is an ontology learning framework based on ontology probabilistic model, using statistical methods, cutting techniques and association rules. It can find concepts, classified relations and non-classified relations from natural language texts. The core component of Text2Onto is POM. POM stores the results of the different ontology learning algorithms. Algorithm is initialized by the controller. The controller is mainly used for the pretreatment of language and executes algorithms with appropriate sequence. Algorithm change requests are applied to the POM. POM's operating authority is controlled by the limiting algorithm, so that it can farthest ensure the transparency and scalability of algorithms. The implementation of each algorithm consists of three stages: the first one is notification phase, the algorithms learn the changes of the text set; the second one is the calculation phase, these changes are mapped to the corresponding reference library which stores the reference relationship between data and ontology. The last one is generation phase. The new change requests for POM will be produced from reference library.
MARINE ORGANISM ONTOLOGY CONSTRUC-TION
The semi automation construction of the marine biological ontology is mainly divided into two stages: the first stage is the use of ontology learning technology to realize automatic extraction of ontology concept, instance and relationship; the second stage is the artificial intervention on the automatic acquisition of concepts, instances and relationships, and then using ontology editing tool to build the ontology based on these determined concepts, instances and relationships.
The whole process flow is shown in Fig. (3) .
We can see from Fig. (3) , there are two main stages in the whole building process: automatic stage and manual stage, which is why we call it semi-automatic construction. There are various types of data source. The data sources need pretreatment before they inputted to Text2Onto such as tag removing, number or date time processing, entity recognition and POS tagging. During marine organism ontology building process, we only consider three ontology objects: concept, instance and relation. Some important methods are used to organize and handle the results from the previous flow including classification, clustering, merging and filtering. All above flows are processed by computer automatically. After manual examine, verify and confirmation, we use Hozo to edit the ontology. Before the ontology is applied it should be evaluated. Ontology perfection is always based on the ontology evaluation. So the ontology building is a repetitive, spiral and improving process.
Relativity Calculation
The relativity between documents and ontologies can be calculated from the following aspects:
Based on concepts. For the concepts and terms in POM, the higher the probability, the greater the relativity.
Based on relations. If there are some related concepts appear frequently in POM, we can determine that the document belongs to the field modeling. Based on both concepts and relations. There are many terms and related concepts belong to several fields. It probability get misclassification if we only use one of them. Therefore, we consider a comprehensive mix of concepts and relations, and import concept-relation association set based on POM. 
In this paper, we set
is an irrelevant document. In order to simplify the experimental model and optimize the experimental results, we select 0.7 = .
Concept Automatic Extraction
The task of concept extraction is to extract representative term set from data sources. We used a mixture method based on linguistic and statistical to extract the concepts from pretreatment corpus. The words and phrases which their occurrence frequency is too high or too low should be filtered out from the primary focus.
Roberto Navigli proposed a screening method which introduced in literature [18] based on domain correlation and domain consistency. Based on his research, we used domain coverage instead of domain consistency.
Assume that given domain set 
where the conditional probability ( | ) k P t D can be estimated:
where f t ,k means the frequency of t in D k .
The domain coverage is the number which term t included in the document d for D k . It abbreviates as Q t ,k which can be calculated: 
Semantic Relation Automatic Extraction
Semantic relations link the concepts of domain. According to the semantic relationship between concepts, the taxonomy relation can be created. There are many relations between concepts including inheritance, synonyms, antisense and other semantic relations in a particular scene. The key issue of relation finding is calculating the correlation between concepts. If two concepts are close the correlation is high, otherwise the correlation is low. When Text2Onto is used to extract the relations, there are many algorithms to choose. But those algorithms are not good enough to gain the relations especially on handling Chinese ontology semantic relations.
Concept hyponymous relation is the core semantic relationship of domain ontology [19] . Mo et al. [20] proposed a hyponymy extraction method of domain ontology concept based on Cascaded Conditional Random Field (CCRF). The conditional random field model is: The Viterbi dynamic programming algorithm is used to calculate the remark sequence:
Non-taxonomic relation extraction is the emphasis and difficulty of ontology learning. The VCC (n)-transactions method [21] can be used to extract non-taxonomic relation. It assumes that if two concepts 1 C and 2 C have non taxonomic relationships V , if and only if 1 C and 2 C are around the verbV , you can use a conditional probability to represent the correlation degree among the verb and the concepts:
where i t means VCC (n)-transactions. Equation (8) expresses the possible correlation of the concept pair and the given verb and equation (9) expresses the possible correlation of the verb and the given concept pair [22] .
INSTANCE AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION
An instance is the specific individual belonging to a certain concept. Instance extraction is the process that identifies the individuals of a concept from domain corpus. A common instance extraction method is considering it as the instanceof relation between concepts. KL distance can be used to extract the instance-of relation:
where ( ) q x and ( ) r x are two probability distribution functions. The function of ( || ) D q r is to measure the distance between two probability distribution.
EXPERIMENT AND DISSCUSS
We chose 100 web pages about marine organism domain from Internet and converted them into text format. Then we used TxtWitch tool to deal with the text documents and removed the irrelevant information. At last, after finishing the tag removing, number and date format processing, entity recognition and POS tagging, we put the texts into Text2Onto to extract ontology objects. The experiment results are shown in Table 1 .
From the experimental results shown in Table 1 , it was found that the precision, recall and F-measure are all over 80%. That shows the automatic extraction can be used to help the artificial ontology construction of the next stage, and it also shows the artificial intervention is an indispensable work. Fig. (4) . Marine organism ontology fragment.
Based on the automatic extraction of concepts, instances and relationships, we used Hozo to build the marine organism ontology. The ontology fragment is shown in Fig. (4) .
CONCLUSION
Marine organism ontology semi-automatic construction processing combines artificial intelligence, information retrieval, knowledge engineering and computational linguistics and other disciplines. Based on the existing Text2Onto system, we realized the ontology concept extraction, instance extraction and relation extraction terminology and other related technologies to facilitate access from the text. It largely simplified ontology building process. But the higher manual operation requirements is indispensable because the precision, recall and F-measure are not enough satisfied. In the next step, we will use the machine learning and text mining technology to perfect the method. Ontology automatic evaluation will also be considered.
